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Abstract 

The insurance industry operates on the philosophy of uncertainty, which means the accidents and 

the related clams which can occur cannot be predicted. However, with the advancement of 

technology and statistics researchers have tried to make predictions on identifying motor claims 

or accidents. Integrated IoT data streams and other data sources have been used for such research. 

Despite much research carried out in the past, this area of study requires significant improvement 

and in-depth studies fill the gaps such as lack of research done at the insurance policy level using 

transaction data, lack of in depth knowledge in the area of study. Furthermore, such prediction 

capability will provide insurance companies and customers with significant financial benefits. 

Therefore, the research objective was to discover the possibility of identifying motor insurance 

policies which can have motor claims in the future and also to predict what will be the amount of 

the claim if a claim occurs, these predictions were done using the historical transaction data which 

have been recorded by insurance companies. The research looked at three main concepts which 

have impacts on motor insurance claims as specified by insurance experts “quality of the vehicle”, 

“quality of the policy, and “external factors”. Each concept was operationalized through a series 

of variables which have then mapped to the features in the database. External factors were included 

in the research to explore the variables that can have impact on the motor claims and claim amounts 

but can be external to the business. The research extracted data from a transactional database and 

subsequently passed on to cleansing, integrating, feature engineering, Feature Selection, training 

and evaluation the models. Data extraction was done using Structured Query Language where the 

primary data source was an Oracle database which homes historical motor insurance policy 

transactions. Dataset was cleansed to remove outliers and missing values. Cleansing process 

involved in replacing missing values, universalizing the decimal rounding in features. Python’s 

prominent libraries numpy, pandas, sklearn along with Microsoft Excel was used to combine and 

cleanse the dataset. ExtraTrees algorithm was chosen to identify correlations between target 

variable and independent variables. During the implementation the research followed an agile 

approach to build and evaluate models. Models were trained using a set of predefined 

hyperparameters and hyper parameter values which were selected manually. Classification models 

were evaluated based on accuracy provided by confusion matrixes and the regression models were 

evaluated using Mean Absolute Error. From the results it was evident that neural network models 

outperformed other classification models with an accuracy of 82.53% whereas other statistical 

models (Random Forest, Logistic Regression, XGBoost, LightGMB) over fitted when provide full 

feature sets or under fitted when provided selected features. In the regression problem Random 

Forest Regressor was outperforming the other regression models showing the lowest Mean 

Absolute Error for the selected feature set. It was proven that the research supports the research 

hypothesis “there is a correlation between motor insurance claims and past data” or rather we are 

able to identify motor insurance policies which can have motor claims in the future early on before 

they occur. Which will have significant benefits to both end customer as well as for the insurance 

company as well. 


